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The Dancing Dialogue

Table 4.1. Questions to be used when asking parents or caregivers about subtle,
obscure, and difficult behaviors, or when observing child’s behavior firsthand
Questions to obtain specific details about a child’s behavior:
Does the child exhibit any subtle, obscure, or difficult behaviors?
• Hand flapping
• Head banging
• Biting self or others
• Licking self, others, or objects
• Unusual finger gesturing, such as picking, flicking, scratching, poking, pinching, fluttering, twisting, or tapping self or others
• Frequent manipulating of an object, such as a rubber band or piece of cloth
• Engaging in perseverative actions
• Rocking
• Jumping with intense self absorption
• Flinging or rubbing limbs
• Throwing body onto floor
• Acting unusually in approach and withdrawal within the environment
• Staring off into space with the whole body or individual parts of the body active or still
• Idiosyncratic gestures, postures, or sequence of movements
Questions to obtain details about specific movement factors in a child’s actions:
• Is there a rhythm to the action? How would you describe the rhythm?
• How does the child start and stop the action? Does it seem related to anything in
the external environment? To a personal directive?
• What is the intensity level of the action?
• Can the child modulate action (i.e., the speed, use of space, tension level, intensity,
degree of strength) in appropriate response to the context of the environment?
• Does the child demonstrate ease or difficulty in maintaining the movement action to
stay engaged in an activity or the environment?
• Does the child smoothly transition or add more complex movements to the current
action sequence? In response to environmental input? In response to an internal
personal directive?
Questions to obtain details about specific social factors in a child’s actions:
• Does the movement enable the child to engage in, focus on, and participate with the
surroundings?
• Does the movement distract or disengage the child from the surroundings?
• Does the action invite others to join in?
• Is the action a solitary experience that separates the child from the environment?
• Does the child use the nonverbal action to initiate, create, and extend relationships
with others?
• Does the child use the nonverbal action with others to extend a personal, physical,
or environmental exploration that does not really extend the social involvement of
the person?
• What is the quality of eye contact during interactions with others while the child is
performing this action?
• What is the child’s emotion level of expressivity and engagement when performing
the action?
• How is the child’s emotional level of expressivity and engagement portrayed through
the nonverbal movement action?
• How does the action support or hinder the child’s ability to engage in verbal or nonverbal dialogue?
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Is the child able to respond to verbal or nonverbal dialogue within a natural time
frame, maintaining a spontaneous banter, or is there a long pause or lack of
response while the action is being performed?

Questions to obtain details about specific internal factors in a child’s actions:
• Is the child receiving any sensorial feedback from this action? If so, what might that
be, and how may it be serving the child?
• What may the purpose of this action be for the child? Focusing attention, discharging pent-up energy, tuning into internal sensations, tuning out external environment,
“movement scripting,” or traumatic reenacting of an image?
• Does this action provide self-regulation for the child?
• What degree of excitement is this action exuding?
• Does this action invite or elicit engagement from others and the environment?
• Does this action withdraw the child from others and the environment?
Questions to obtain details about specific external factors in a child’s actions:
• To what elements of the environment may the child be responding?
• Is this a new environment?
• Are there elements in the environment—physical or emotional—that may be affecting the child’s behaviors?
• How does the child respond (either overtly or subtly) when someone in the environment initiates contact?
 Does the child’s behavior become disorganized physically, emotionally, or socially?
 Does the child tense or release body musculature?
 Does the child pull away
—in the torso by twisting, retreating, or making the body concave?
—withdrawing a hand, arm, or leg; moving the whole body away; or turning the
head away?
 Does the child reach toward the person
—in the torso—leaning into or expanding the body, creating a convex shape?
—approaching by extending a limb, moving the whole body toward, or turning
the head toward the person?
—providing eye contact or looking away?
—being emotionally expressive nonverbally?
 Do the child’s actions draw you toward or away from the child?

Descriptions Worksheet was influenced by recent works that drew on
nonverbal and experientially based actions and interactions in studying the functioning and expressivity of several different populations.
Research within the topics of nonverbal communication and sensory
integration reinforced the point that how an action is performed
should be highlighted when considering the effectiveness and efficiency of that action as communication. Donnellan and Leary pointed
out that “all communication requires movement” (1995, p. 43) in
their discussion about the movement differences characteristic of
people who have conditions including ASD, mental retardation,
Parkinson’s disease, and Tourette syndrome. Through analyzing the
mechanics of movement-making, they categorized each condition’s

